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In the original article, there was an error in the Author Contributions section. The wording used to
declare the contribution of Elisabeth Zechendorf was not clear.
The new Author Contributions section appears below.
Conception and design: EZ, LM, GD, AS, and CT. In vitro experiments and data analyses: EZ,
LM, TS, T-PS, AM, GM-N, OK, GM, and PV. Medical in silico experiments and data analyses: EZ,
PV, JZ, GD, AS, LM, AH, and GA. EZ wrote the manuscript. Correction of the manuscript: EZ, PV,
LM, CT, GM, GD, T-PS, and AS. All the authors reviewed and finally approved the manuscript.
The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions
of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.org December 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 6304631
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